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Abstract 
A Novel Grid-Connected Converter with ActivePower Filtering Function was proposed. Considering the specific 
situation, main circuit and controller were designed. The proposed system can exchange active power with grid 
and/or compensate harmonic current and reactive power of grid at the same time or respectively. LCL type filter was 
adopted to attain a good filtering effect. Proportional Integral (PI) control, repetitive control as well as feed forward 
control which can gain better dynamic performance composed the control system. To track the time-varying active 
current value, the influence of time lag caused by repetitive control during the fast switching period was considered. 
DC link voltage controller was designed for its special applications.  Simulation results verify the high steady state 
precision and fast dynamic response of the system. 
Keywords: Grid-connected converter, active power filter, proportional integral control, feedforward control
1. Introduction 
The smart grid is the latest direction of power system development for its high efficiency, reliability 
and flexibility. It allows sorts of different power generating and energy storage systems to plug in, which 
increases its popularity. 
Distributed Generation (DG) system, typically made up of hydro, wind, photovoltaic, fuel cells, 
biomass, gas turbines and diesel power generation systems, is considered will play an important part in 
the future smart grid. In the push of world economy modernization, the cost price of traditional energy 
keeps rising. On this condition, the renewable energy industry closely related with power electronics has 
progressed rapidly in recent years. The DG system is usually composed of the power generating parts, 
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energy storage systems and grid side converters whose function are transferring energy generated by 
forward parts to the grid. Unfortunately, those converters introduce extra harmonics, mainly switching 
ripples, into the grid meantime. The current harmonics injected into the grid is strictly restricted by IEEE 
Std. 929-2000 and IEEE Std.P1547 [1]. For this consideration, a well-designed output filter, single L or 
LCL, is usually selected to eliminate the undesired harmonics. 
In real world application, arc steel-making stoves, rectifier equipment and welding machines etc., 
acting as harmonic and reactive power sources, are in most cases required to be applied in smart grid. 
Usually these apparatus generate so much harmonic and reactive power that inevitable leads to irregular 
operation or even damage of other sensitive loads. Thus additional devices are needed to overcome those 
problems. The usual solution is employing equipment like active power filters (APF), static synchronous 
compensators (STATCOM) and etc. to compensate reactive power and to eliminate harmonics. 
In this paper, a strategy control approach based on shunt APF is proposed. The new strategy can 
transfer active power and compensate reactive power as well as eliminate current harmonics. The aim is 
that the system can operate as an inverter of distributed generation or/and as a traditional shunt APF 
independently or simultaneously [2, 3, 4]. Focusing on the grid side convertor, the paper doesn’t discuss the 
power generator as well as storage system in depth. 
2. System Configuration 
The structure of the proposed system is a three phase three wire grid convertor as shown in Fig.1. 
Where, gu is the grid phase voltage, gL is the grid side inductor, dcC is the DC capacitor, 1 2, ,L L C and dR is
inverter side inductor, grid side inductor, filtering capacitor and damping resistor respectively. 
Symbols , , ,s s dc Lu i u i  and 2i stands for grid phase voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC), grid 
current, DC bus voltage, load current and compensating current respectively. 
                      
abc
dq
Fig. 1. The grid side converter.                                                      Fig. 2. Current instructions computation.
Apparently this grid side converter is the same as shunt APF with LCL filter structurally. But there 
exists many features that distinguish it from general APFs and which will be expounded in the following 
sections. 
3. Operation Mode 
3.1. Current reference 
The proposed grid side converter can not only transfer active power generated by the power generation 
system, but also compensate reactive power and eliminate harmonics produced by other loads with high 
accuracy. That means the current instructions are composed of two parts: active power current 
instructions which are given by the forward system and harmonic as well as reactive power compensating 
current instructions which are defined by the load current. 
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This can be expressed by Fig.2 as follows. Where the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) gets the phase of grid 
voltage sa sbu u，  as well as scu .Harmonic execution is achieved by transferring load 
current La Lbi i， and Lci into Ldi and Lqi in synchronization reference frame. Fundamental currents are 
derived after a Low Pass Filter (LPF), then harmonic and reactive power currents can be easily acquired. 
The DQ transformation is delivered as 
2 2
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By the transform form above, active power currents totally lay on Ldi .So acti  provided by power 
generation system and dci  used to regulate DC bus voltage are both added to dfi .
Different from previous situations, there are three modes that the converter may operate on: 
1) =0, 0, 0act df qrefi i i≠ ≠ .That means the converter only operates as an APF and naturally the DC bus 
voltage is stabilized by itself. 
2) 0, =0, =0act df qrefi i i≠ .In this mode, the power generation system can provide active power current 
and the DC bus voltage is stabilized by the pre-stage circuit rather than the converter. And the 
converter does not compensate harmonics and reactive power. Obviously 0dci = .
3) 0, 0, 0act df qrefi i i≠ ≠ ≠ .This mode combines the two functions of Mode (1) and Mode (2). Thus 
the DC bus voltage control is not needed in this case. 
Obviously the system is not in operation while acti , dfi and qrefi all equal zero. 
3.2. DC bus voltage 
It can be seen that dci  relies on acti in the three modes. When the pre-stage system can provide active 
current, the DC bus voltage control is not required for the pre-stage circuit can make the voltage stable. 
Otherwise, the converter should adopt a voltage regulator to make sure that the system can work properly. 
It is needless to put concern on the DC bus voltage when no voltage control is not in operation because 
little active currents are need for an APF system based on instantaneous reactive power theory. 
The acti instruction is given by the pre-stage controller. So whether the voltage regulator working or not 
is known in advance. 
4. System Design 
4.1. Output filter 
A contradiction exists in Mode (3)mentioned above: the grid current will be very small when the value 
of active current acti is close to the one of active current consumed by the load. This means the switching 
frequency ripple produced by the converter will take a large part in the grid current si .Therefore, the Total 
Harmonic Distortion (THD) will be very large and that does not comply with relevant standards. On this 
occasion, the system has to switch into Mode (1). Seeking to avoid this situation, an excellent output filter 
is adopted to restrain switching frequency ripple. 
LCL filters are superior to L ones in eliminating switching frequency ripple and mitigating negative 
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effects of grid inductance[5].With LCL filters, ignoring the resistances of inductors 1L , 2L and g
L
, the 
transfer function from converter output voltage cu  to compensating current 2i is
2
3
1 2
( )
( )
d
c g
R C si
G s
u L L L C s
= = +
                   
2
1 2 1 2
+ 1
( ) ( )g d gL L L R C s L L L s+ + + + + +
            (2)
With the same total filtering inductance,the bode plots of transfer function ( )G s under LCL filter and 
L filter situation are given in Fig.3. It can be seen that the two filters’ performances are almost same to 
each other at low frequency. But LCL filter shows its advantages at higher frequency and this is helpful to 
reduce the switching frequency ripple injected into the grid. 
4.2. Current loop 
In order to realize high compensation accuracy at different harmonic frequencies, repetitive control [6]
which can enlarge the bandwidth of the system is adopted. 
However, the repetitive control cannot provide a fast dynamic response and this may influence the 
performance while the system transfers variable active current into grid. As the value of active current is 
decided by pre-stage and is variable in a certain range, it can be changed gently or added to drefi after
passing a proper low pass filter. In this paper the repetitive control is inoperative when a sharp change of 
acti is detected. 
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Fig. 3. Bode diagram of LCL filter and L filter.                                     Fig. 4. Current loop control strategy under dq-frame. 
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Fig. 5. Bode diagram of closed-loop transfer function.                               Fig. 6. Bode diagram of ( ) ( )Si z C z .
The current control diagram is given in Fig. 4.Where, ( )Q z is chosen as a close-to-unity constant, 
Nz− is a time delay unit ( N denotes the sampling number in one fundamental period). ( )C z is a 
compensator which is usually composed by a time advance unit kz and a high frequencies attenuation 
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unit ( )F z , sdu and squ is grid voltage feedforward which can improve the system’s dynamic performance. 
The repetitive controller of d-axis is controlled by acti .
Combining with Fig. 4, the closed-loop transfer function of current loop is 
1
1
( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )+1
PI z z G z
Si z
PI z z G z
−
−
⋅ ⋅= ⋅ ⋅  .                            (3) 
The Bode diagram of ( )Si z is shown in Fig.5. It reveals that there is a large phase lag when the 
frequency is higher than 200Hz. ( )C z  in repetitive controller can compensate this phase lag by time 
advance unit kz .The cut-off frequency is chosen as 2.5kHz so that the effective signal (up to 50th
harmonics)can pass through and higher frequencies are attenuated. The Bode diagram of ( ) ( )Si z C z is
shown in Fig.6. It exposes that the phase lag under 1 kHz is mainly compensated. By this way, the 
converter obtains a higher bandwidth. 
When a sharp change of acti is detected, the repetitive controller is disabled during the period and PI 
controller is still in operation. In this way, the large errors will not pass through repetitive controller and 
incorrect outputs after a fundamental cycle will be avoided. 
4.3. DC-Link voltage control 
As the storage system is adopted, the DC-link voltage can be controlled by generator side easily other 
than by grid side when the generator can provide power. On this condition, the grid side convertor can be 
focused on harmonic compensation. While the generator is not in operation, the DC-link voltage is 
controlled by grid side converter, assuming its active power filtering function is needed. 
It is situation mention above that Mode (2) or Mode (3) switches into Mode (1). The DC-link voltage 
should own a fast response otherwise the voltage will vary tempestuously. 
The DC-link voltage controller is designed as an outer loop whose output is added to the current inner 
loop as shown in Fig.2. The control plant of voltage outer loop is given as follows: 
1 1
( )
1
1dc
Gv s
C s s
nω
= ⋅
+
 .                                     (4) 
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Fig. 7. Load and grid current under Mode (1).                                             Fig. 8. Load and grid current under Mode (2). 
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Fig. 9. Load and grid current under Mode (3).                                           Fig. 10. Grid current during load variation.
where nω represents the cut-off frequency of the inner loop and can be gain from Fig.5.The DC-link 
voltage is regulated by a PI controller denoted as ( )PIv z .The cut-off frequency of closed-loop transfer 
function of outer loop is chosen as about 20Hz which is enough for DC signal and obtains a proper 
dynamic response. 
5. Simulation Result 
5.1. Simulation circuit and parameters 
To verify the design of the scheme, simulations under MATLAB/Simulink are conducted on a three 
phase three wire grid side converter with LCL filter, as is depicted as Fig.1.Parameters of main circuit are: 
750Vdcu = , 20mFdcC = , 1 170uHL = , 2 20uHL = , 60uFC = , 0.25dR = Ω , 220Vgu = , 10uHgL =
and 50Hzgf = . The switching frequency of the converter is 10 kHz and the dead time is set as 2us. 
The converter can transfer 100 kVA active power into grid and, at the same time, compensate 30kVA 
reactive power or harmonics caused by other loads. 
5.2. Steady-state performance 
When the converter only operates as an APF, i.e. the system operates in Mode (1), a rectifier bridge 
load is obtained to generate current harmonics. The resistance of the load is set as 2.4Ω . Fig.6 shows the 
load current and grid current when the converter is in operation. The Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) of 
power grid current descends from 29.76% to 1.58% when the APF is put into operation. 
While the converter operates in Mode (2) mention, the converter only injects active power into grid. 
Fig.8 shows the grid phase voltage and current when the instruction of phase current is 150Arms.The 
THD of grid current is 1.43% and of grid voltage is 0.62%. 
Fig. 9 shows compensating current and grid current when the converter operates in Mode (3) in which 
the load, i.e. load current, is the same as in Mode (1).The total harmonic is 16.35%. FFT analysis shows 
the harmonics in the two Modes are nearly the same (2.61Arms and 2.57Arms respectively), which 
exposes the harmonics keep same and take a larger part when the grid current is smaller. 
5.3. Dynamic waveforms 
Dynamic performance of the system is tested on the conditions of load change, active power change 
and mode switches. 
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Fig. 10 shows the grid current when the system operates in Mode (1) and the load switches from 100% 
to 50% at 0.283s and switch back to 100% of rated capacity at 0.355s. It can be seen that the grid current 
can steady within one fundamental period. 
Fig.11 is the dynamic waveforms of active current instruction acti , compensating current and grid 
current when the system works at a more complicated situation. The load is invariant and the load resistor 
is set as 2.4Ω . When in acti  equals zero, i.e. from 0.15s to 0.2s and from 0.3s to 0.35s, it operates in Mode 
(1). And at other time, it operates in Mode (3) in which acti varies to simulate the variation of active 
power produced by generators. Fig.11(c) demonstrates the converter can tracks the undulate active current 
and compensate harmonics commendably. 
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Fig. 11.(a) active current instruction; (b) compensating current; (c) grid current. 
6. Conclusion 
This paper proposed a grid-connected converter with active power filtering function. After presenting 
three different operation modes, an output filter is designed and control strategy and relevant parameters 
are determined. 
With the designed system, the converter can transfer active power produced by generator into grid and 
compensate harmonics generated by nonlinear loads with a high current THD. 
The dynamic performance are also tested and the results shows that the converter obtains fast responses 
when the load or active power varies and when the operating mode switches between the proposed three 
modes. 
More details, such as actual active power change curve and island operation, require researches and 
will be given in later works. 
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